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Introduction to renewable Energy (0611341) 

 مقدمة في الطاقة المتجددة

Chapter 2: The solar radiation and Heat transfer 

The Sun:  The Sun is the central star of our solar system as shown in figure 1. As the sun is the only real 

energy source we 

have. we need to move to an era in which we 

start to utilize the energy provided by the 

sun directly and indirectly  to satisfy our 

energy needs. The sun is the energy source for 

almost all the processes that happen on the 

surface of our planet. The solar energy can 

be converted directly into: Electricity (PV 

systems), Heat (Solar thermal systems), 

Chemical energy (Solar Fuels). In 

addition, sunlight can also be directly 

converted into fuels using photo 

electrochemical devices.   

Figure 1: The solar system

The solar energy can be converted 

indirectly into:  Wind is a result of 

temperature difference in the atmosphere 

induced by solar irradiation. Waves are 

generated by the wind, and  Clouds and 

Rain are initially formed by the evaporation 

of water due to sun light.  

It consists mainly of hydrogen and helium. 

Its structure is sketched in Fig. 2. The mass 

of the Sun is so large that it contributes to 

99.68% of the total mass of the solar system. 

In the center of the Sun the pressure-

temperature conditions are such that nuclear 

fusion can take place. 

Some basic facts of the sun  are summarized below. 

 Mean distance from the Earth: 149600000km (the astronomic unit, AU). 

  Diameter: 1392000 km (10
9
 × that of the Earth). 

  Volume: 1300000×that of the Earth. 

  Mass: 1.993×10
27

kg(332000 times that of the Earth). 

 Density (at its center): >10
5
 kg m−3 (over 100 times that of water). 
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 Pressure (at its center): over 1 billion atmospheres. 

 Temperature (at its center): about 15,000,000K . 

 Temperature (at the surface): 6000K. 

 Energy radiation: 3.8×10 
23

 kW. 

  The Earth receives: 1.7×10
14

 kW. 

SOLAR POWER 

The Sun is a big ball of plasma composed primarily of hydrogen (92%), helium (8%), and 

small amounts of other atoms or elements. A plasma is where the electrons are separated from 

the nuclei because the temperature is so high (kinetic energy of nuclei and electrons is large). 

The Sun is a stable main sequence star with an estimated age of 4.5 * 10
9
 years and will continue 

for another 4 to 5 * 10
9 

years before starting the next phase of evolution, the burning of helium. 

At that point, the Sun will expand and be larger than the orbit of the Earth.  

The Earth only intercepts a small portion of the Sun's power; however, that is still a large 

amount. At the top of the atmosphere, the power intercepted by the Earth is 1.73 * 10
14

 kW, 

equivalent to 1.35 kW/m
2
.  

Electromagnetic (EM) spectrum 

The blight can be described by two ways: particles and waves. Particles have mass, are 

localized in space, and can have charge and other properties, and no two particles can occupy the 

same space. Waves have no mass and are spread out over space; waves obey the principle of 

superposition, which means that two or more waves can occupy the same space at the same time.  

Many waves need a medium to move, for example, water and sound. however, there is no 

medium needed for EM waves. EM waves (Figure 4) travel at the speed of light and are 

described by their wavelength and frequency, which are related by:  

c = λ*f : where: c is the speed of light in a vacuum, 3 * 10
8
 m/s, λ is the wavelength in m, 

f is the frequency in hertz, which is the number of cycle/sec 

 

 
Figure 4: Electromagnetic waves. 

The EM spectrum (Figure 5 below) is the range of EM radiation from very short wavelengths 

(high frequency) to very long wavelengths (low frequency). The range of the spectrum that we 

can see, visible (sometimes referred to as light), is small, with red light (7 * 10
−7 

m) having a 

longer wavelength than blue light (4 * 10
−7

 m). 
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Figure 5: The Electromagnetic spectrum.  

At the atomic level, the two ways of describing nature are combined, so EM waves come in units 

called photons; their energy (E) is given by: 

E = h*f  , where: h is Planck's constant, 6.6 * 10
−34 

kg m
2
/s. 

 E = h*f = h*c/ λ has the unit of an energy. Where c is the speed of light (3x10
8
 m/sec) and 

f is the frequency of the photons.  

Light comes in quanta of energy with the size  Eph = h f  
 

The amount of EM radiation from the Sun is 

primarily in the visible range, and this is 

absorbed and then converted primarily to 

thermal energy as shown schematically in 

figure 7, which has a lower temperature, 

around 290 K, that radiates at longer 

wavelengths (peak at 1 * 10
−5

 m). 

 

 
Figure 7: The incident, absorbed, reflected and emitted electromagnetic waves from the surface 

of the earth. 

some is absorbed and stored in plants through the process of photosynthesis. Some of the 

infrared radiation is emitted to space (clear skies), Clear nights are cooler than cloudy 

nights because of night time radiation into space, which has a temperature of 3 °K and the rest is 

absorbed in the atmosphere (Figure below). Of the infrared radiation absorbed in the atmosphere, 

some is then reradiated into space, and the rest is reradiated back to Earth. This absorbed 

energy drives our weather in terms of evaporation and transportation of heat from the equator the poles. 

and provides the energy for wind and waves and currents in the ocean. Figure 8 shows 
transmission and absorption of electromagnetic radiation (kilowatts) and other sources of energy. 
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Figure 8 shows transmission and absorption of electromagnetic radiation (kilowatts) and other 

sources of energy. 

The atmosphere is transparent to visible and radio wavelengths but absorbs radiation in other 

wavelengths (Figure 9). Ozone in the upper atmosphere absorbs ultraviolet radiation. 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Visible and radio waves reach the surface, while other radiation is absorbed in the 

atmosphere. 

Earth has liquid water and an atmosphere primarily of nitrogen and oxygen, both of which store 

heat and make the temperature range suitable for life. However, the amount, even though small, 

of greenhouse gases, primarily carbon dioxide, affects the overall temperature of Earth.  

Mars is too small and too far away from the Sun, so it has little atmosphere and is cold. 

Heat Transfer   
Two primary uses of solar energy are providing heating and electricity for buildings. The 

building must be designed for the collection of solar energy, transfer of that energy, storage, and 

the release of the solar energy. The electromagnetic radiation is absorbed and becomes thermal 
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energy (heat). Heat is just internal kinetic energy of a material and is the random motion of 

atoms. Heat only flows in one direction, from hot objects to cold objects, high temperature to low 

temperature. Remember that temperature and heat are not the same. To move heat from a 

cold place to a hot place requires energy. Heat can be transferred by:  

 Conduction. 

 Convection. 

  Radiation.  
A building designed around the climate to use solar energy, must consider and control all three 

methods of heat transfer. 
Conduction 

Conduction is the transfer of heat in a 

solid. If one side or end is at a high 

temperature and the other is at a low 

temperature, heat flows from the hot to the 

cold side (Figure  10). Conduction depends on 

the type of material. For example, metals are 

good conductors, and polystyrene (Styrofoam) is 

a poor conductor of heat.  

Figure 10; Heat flow by conduction 

 

 

The heat flow or rate (amount/time) depends on: the properties of the material, thickness of the 

material, and the difference in temperature of the two sides.  

Thermal conductance (U)  is the rate of heat flow through a unit area at the installed thickness and any 

given delta temperature (difference between two temperatures)  with units W/(m
2
 °K). The amount of 

heat loss or gain by conduction is given by: 

 Hcon=U * A * ΔT * h 
 where: A is the area, ΔT is the temperature difference, h is the number of hours. In the winter, you want 

to reduce the heat loss, and in the summer, you want to reduce the heat gain of the house. 

Ut = 1/Rt 
Resistance (R) is a property of a material to retard the flow of heat and is the inverse of conductance. 

Good insulators have a high R value, which is low conductance 

1/Ut = (1/U1) + (1/U2) + (1/U3) +……. + (1/Us) 

Rt + R1 + R2 + R3 + ……..+ Rs 
The total Rt value for a composite material is just the sum of the R values of the component parts. 

Example: Calculate the heat transfer for a wall composed of five different materials with corresponding 

Rt = 2.77 [W/(m
2
 °K)]

-1
. Determine the conduction heat loss for a 4.5 m

2
 wall over an 8 h time period 

with the inside temperature at 21°C and the outside temperature at 5°C. 

Solution: 

Ut = 1/Rt = 1/2.77 = 0.36 W/(m
2
 °K) 

Hcon=U x A x ΔT x h 

Hcon= 0.36*4.5*(21-5)*8* 3600Wh 

Hcon= 746 kJ = 710 BTU     

CONVECTION 
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Convection is the transfer of heat by the 

movement of fluids gases or liquids (Figure 

11). Heated fluids can move by natural 

convection or by forced convection by pumps 

and fans. In natural convection or thermos 

phoning, as a fluid is heated it expands and 

becomes less dense. Thereby the hot air and 

the hot part of a liquid rise while the cooler 

part descends. So, a solar hot water system can 

be constructed that requires no pumps. Also, 

natural convection can move heat around a 

properly designed structure.  
         Figure 11: Convection currents from 

heat source. 

Convection works in conjunction with conduction. 
Heat from a warm or hot surface is conducted to the adjacent fluid, which is then carried away 

by convection. In forced convection, the quantity of heat moved depends on the amount of fluid 

moved (rate) and the heat capacity of the fluid. It takes a lot more air than water to move the 

same amount of heat. 
Calculation of heat infiltration, convection heat loss or gain through open doors and cracks can be 

calculated. 

 Hinf = C * Q * L * ΔT * h 
where: C is the heat capacity of the fluid, Q is the volume of air leakage per length of crack per 

hour, L is length of crack, ΔT is the temperature difference, h is the number of hours. 

Example: A wooden, double-sash window with no weather stripping has the following values: 

Wind = 4.5 m/s, T inside = 22°C, T outside = 5°C, heat capacity of air = 1,297 J/(m
3
 °K), Q = 

1.9 m
3
/(m h), L = 5 m,, h = 8 h. Calculate the heat of infiltration . 

Solution: ΔT = 22-5= 17°C 

Hinf = C * Q * L * ΔT * h 

 Hinf =1.297 (J/m
3 o

K)*1.9 (m
3
/m*h)*5m*17

o
C*8h = 1600Btu  

Radiation 
All objects emit electromagnetic radiation, and the amount and wavelengths depend on the 

temperature. The amount of radiation emitted per wavelength (or frequency) depends only on the 

temperature of the body and not on the type of material or atoms of the body. A higher 

temperature object emits more radiation at all wavelengths, 
Thermal mass  

In building design, thermal mass is a property of the mass of a building which enables it to 

store heat, providing "inertia" against temperature fluctuations. Thermal mass provides a 

means of storing the solar energy that enters through the windows. The thermal mass absorbs 

the solar energy during the day and keeps the house from overheating.  At night, the thermal 

mass releases the heat, keeping the house warm. For thermal mass to be effective, air must 

circulate freely throughout the house to carry the heat from the thermal mass to the rest of the 

house. Natural convection will circulate the air; however, fans may be needed to assist heating in 

some rooms. As a general rule, more thermal mass is better. The most common materials are 

rock, stone, concrete, and water. In general, the denser a material is, the more thermal storage is 

available per mass.   

Specific Heat 
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Specific heat is the amount of energy (J) needed to raise 1 kg a degree centigrade (Celsius). 

Or the amount of heat energy required to raise temperature of one pound of material by 

one degree Fahrenheit. and the calorie is the amount of heat needed to raise the temperature of 

1 g of material by one degree Celsius. The amount of heat (Hth, thermal energy) stored in a given 

amount of material for a temperature difference is given by: 

 Hth= S * m * ΔT  
where: S is the specific heat, m is the mass, ΔT is the temperature difference. 

Table 2 : Specific Heat and Heat Capacities of Common Materials 

 

 Specific Heat 

(kJ/[kg °K]) 

Specific Heat 

(Btu/[lb °F]) 

Density 

(lb/ft
3
) 

Heat Capacity 

(Btu/[ft
3
 °F]) 

 4.2 1.00 62.5 62.5 

 1.0 0.24 0.075 0.018 

 0.9 0.22 144 34.0 

 0.9 0.22 123 24.6 

 1.1 0.26 78 20.3 

 0.9 0.22 103 22.4 

 2.4 0.57 47 26.8 

 1.2 0.28   

 0.8 0.19   

Example : Calculate the amount of heat (Hth, thermal energy) stored in rocks, m = 500 kg, S = 

840 J/(kg °C), Tfinal = 50°C, Tinitial = 40°C. 

Solution: 

HTH= 840 J/(kg.
o
K) * 500kg * 10

o
K = 4.2 *10

6
 J 

This is the same amount of heat given up as mass cools from 50°C to 40°C. 

If the heat is stored in a liquid, then the quantity is probably given in terms of volume, so you 

need to know the density to calculate the mass or know the heat capacity of the liquid, 

energy/(volume * degree). 

ρ = m/V : where: ρ is the density, V is the volume 

Example: Calculate the amount of heat (Hth, thermal energy) stored in 4 m
3
 of water, S = 4.19 

kJ/(kg °C), Tfinal = 26°C, Tinitial = 18°C.  

Solution: 1 m
3
 water = 1,000 kg, so m = 4,000 kg. 

 

Solar Heating and Cooling 
Heat is transferred by conduction, convection, and radiation, and the ratio of heat transfer by the 

three modes can vary widely depending on amount of insulation, number and types of windows, 

radiation barrier, and infiltration. Once the U values of all exterior surfaces (envelope) have been 

calculated, the conduction heat loss is calculated using Equation: 

 Hcon= U * A * ΔT * h 
 for each surface and then summed to estimate the total conduction heat loss.  
An important quantity is the hourly heat loss of the house at the outside temperature close to the 

lowest expected value,  the design temperature.  The conduction heat loss for a heating season or 

months within the season is estimated using degree-days. The standard practice is to use 65°F for 

the inside temperature because most buildings do not require heat until the outdoor air 
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temperature falls between 60°F and 65°F.  A degree-day is then the difference between 65°F and 

the average temperature for the day. For example, if the average outside temperature is 50°F for 7 

days, then the number of degree-days is 105. See the Links section for data for heating and cooling 

degree-days. 

 Example : Calculate the heat loss for a season for a wall for Amarillo, Texas. 

  
 

 
Important Terms in Thermodynamics 
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First Law of  Thermodynamics 
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Second Law of  Thermodynamics 

 
Entropy is a thermodynamic quantity representing the unavailability of a system's thermal 

energy for conversion into mechanical work. 
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Power Cycle 
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Example: Reversible cyclic  heat engine operates between source temperatures of 500
o
C and 

100
o
C. Find the rate of heat rejection per kW net output of the engine 
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Example: A domestic food refrigerator  maintains a temperature  of -10
o
C. The ambient 

temperature is 40
o
C. If heat leaks into the freeze at a continues rate of 2 kJ/s, determine the least 

power necessary to pump this heat continuously. 

 
Example: A house requires 3*10

4
 kJ/h of heating in winter. A heat pump is used to absorb heat 

from the cold air outside the house. The work required to operate the heat pump is 2*10
3
 kJ/h, 

Determine : (1) Heat abstracted from the outside, (2) Coefficient of performance (COP).  

Solution: 

 
Eample: There are two alternative sources of heat energy. Source 1 can supply energy at the rate 

of 10000 kJ/min at 320
o
C. Source 2 can supply energy at the rate of 120000 kJ/min at 65

o
C. If an 

ideal reversible engine is used to produce power which source of these two will provide larger 

power if the temperature of the surroundings is 35
o
C? 
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                                          Fig. 17 Rankine Cycle. 
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